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Abstract. - This paper gives an overview and a comparison of the language families defined by
simple rewriting Systems and generative devices. Such rewriting Systems are Regular, Semi-Thue,
Normal, ïndian Parallel, and Lindenmayer Systems with context-independent and context-dependent
productions, non-erasing and erasing productions, at most one or more axioms. Generative devices
are sentential form languages, adult and terminal word languages, the application of différent nonerasing or erasing homomorphisms on them, and the intersection with a terminal subalphabet.
Résumé. - Cet article expose les principaux résultats relatifs aux langages engendrés par des
systèmes de réécriture simples et les systèmes de génération. On étudie en particulier les systèmes
réguliers, de Semi-Thue, normaux, «parallèles indiens» et les systèmes de Lindenmayer avec des
productions dépendant ou non du contexte, des productions effaçantes ou non, et ayant un ou
plusieurs axiomes. Parmi les systèmes de génération on considère les langages déformes sententiels,
les langages «adultes» à mots terminaux et différentes opérations sur ces langages: morphismes
effaçant ou pas, intersection avec un alphabet terminai

0. INTRODUCTION

Usually formai languages are defined as languages generated by rewriting
Systems, or as languages accepted by automata. Another possibility is to
consider the algebraic closure of a basic class of sets under some opérations
on them. E. g. taking as basic sets the empty set and those consisting only of
one symbol, as opérations union, catenation, and catenation closure, one
obtains the class of Regular languages.
This paper concentrâtes on the generative aspect, and the main feature will
be in the study of simple devices for defining Formai languages by different
rewriting Systems, and in the comparison of the generative power.

(*) Received May 1985, revised November 1989.
C1) Fachbereich Informatik, Universitât Hamburg, R.F.A.
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The fîrst step is to consider the sentential form languages of some simple
rewriting Systems. Such Systems are Regular, Semi-Thue, and Normal Systems
as sequential ones, and Indian Parallel and Lindenmayer Systems as parallel
ones.
Until recently an extensive research on the effect of context-independent
and context-dependent productions, non-erasing or erasing productions, of
at most one or more axioms, determinism or non-determinism in the productions, has been done only for Lindenmayer Systems.
The next step is to consider the effect of applying different kinds of
non-erasing or erasing homomorphisms, such as arbitrary or letter-to-letter
homomorphisms, on sentential form languages, or of the intersection with a
terminal subalphabet.
Finally, also the sets of terminal and adult words of some rewriting Systems
may be studied.
To have a simple and compact notation for all the Systems and language
families, the framework introduced for Lindenmayer Systems is used here.
Since this is only an overview, only the most important theorems are
presented, without giving the proofs. Details may be found in the literature
cited in the références. The results obtained so far, are summarized in a
number of diagrams which are complete only for Regular, Semi-Thue and
Lindenmayer Systems.

1. DEFINITIONS

Sequential rewriting

In sequential rewriting Systems rewriting occurs in a bounded part of a
word only. Three kinds of simple sequential rewriting Systems are introduced,
together with two other 'mirror Systems'. Such Systems are triples G = (V, A9 P)
where F is a finite set of symbols (alphabet), A e F* a fmite set of starting
words (axioms), and P ç F* x F* a fmite set of productions. The different
Systems are distinguished by the place of the rewriting within a word. For
(a, b) e P, usually written a -> b e P, the one-step dérivation relations -> are
defined by aw -• bw for (Right — ) Regular Systems, wx aw2 -• wx bw2 for SemiThue Systems, and aw -> wb for (Post) Normal Systems, respectively. The two
other kinds are defined by wa -• wb for Left-Regular Systems, and by wa -> bw
for Antinormal Systems. These are merely mirror images of the corresponding
Regular or Normal Systems.
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As usual, the reflexive and transitive closure of -• will be denoted by -•.
If P £ V* x K* is arbitrary (but fïnite), also productions X^meP are
possible. In this case the symbols R', S', N' are used to dénote Regular, SemiThue, and Normal Systems, respectively, as well as the symbols R', N' to
dénote Left-Regular and Antinormal Systems. If productions X^meP are
forbidden, ho wever, L e. P £ V+ x F", then the symbols R, S, N, as well as
R, N are used.
In this paper, however, only R', S\ N', R, S, N will be considered.
If the productions are context-independent (context-free), ùe.
P ^ ({A,} U V)x V*, the symbol O for no interaction (context) is used,
otherwise the symbol I for interaction. Thus, e. g. FOR, FIS', FON Systems
are Systems with fini te sets of axioms which the symbol F is used for.
If card(^)^ 1 the letter F will be omitted giving e.g. IR, OS', IN Systems.
If lg(à)^lg(b) for a-^beP such a production is called monotone or
propagating. If ail productions of a System are propagating this will be
denoted by the letter P, giving e. g. PFIR, POS', PIN Systems.
Let u^v stand for the fact that u is a prefix (in the case of R, R', N, N'),
subword (in the case of S, S'), suffix (in the case of R, R', N, N') of v.
If

(a1 -* b1 e P

A

a2 -> b2 e P

A

(ax ^ a2 v a2 ^ ax)) => (a1 = a2

A

bt = b2)

holds for ail productions, the System is called deterministic, and this will be
denoted by the symbol D, giving e. g. PDOR, PDFIS, DON Systems.

Parallel Rewriting

In parallel rewriting Systems rewriting occurs at an unbounded number of
places within a word.
Two kinds of parallel rewriting Systems are introduced. Again, such Systems
are triples G = (V9A,P). The différence to the sequential Systems is in the
way how productions are applied.
In Indian Parallel Systems one symbol is rewritten in one step, but at every
place of occurrence in the word whereas in Lindenmayer Systems ail symbols
of the word are rewritten in one step, if possible. For Indian Parallel Systems
the letter B for Bharat, the Sanskrit name of India, will be used, and for
Lindenmayer Systems the letter L,
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In the context-independent case P <= Vx V* holds, and the one-step dérivation relations are defined in the following way: for Indian Parallel Systems
{uoxuxx,

.

.uk-1xuk
(—\x^uou1.

. . wfc_! uk A Vz'e{ 1, . .

.,k}:

for Lindenmayer Systems
(xx. . ,xk —> bx. . .Z?k)oV/G {1, . . . , k ) :xt —• ^ e P
In the context-dependent case
* x K x F* ({A,}U{#}))x F*

holds, where $ £ F is a dummy symbol denoting the fact that the context
may occur at the ends of the word. In this case the one step dérivation
relations are defined in the following way: for Indian Parallel Systems
(uoxu1.

. .w fc _!xu k —• uob1u1,

, 'Uk_1bkuk)<^>

where ^(r,.) is the left (right) context of the z-th x in $uoxul. . .uk_1xuk$)
for Lindenmayer Systems

(Vze{ 1, . . .,k}:(l1,xi,ri,bi)eP
where i( (rt) is the left (right) context of xt
in $x x . . .xfc$)
As for sequential Systems, the letters O, ƒ, F, P are used to dénote contextindependent, context-dependent Systems, those with more than one axiom,
and propagating Systems, giving e. g. PFOB, PIL Systems.
Deterministic Systems are also defined in a similar way, namely by
((l1,x,r1,b1)eP A (I2,x,r2,b2)sP A (/\ suff l2 v r1 pref r2 v /2 suff /A v
r2 pref rj)) => (/i = /2 A rj = r2 A èj = è2) where M pref T> (W suff v) means that
M is a prefix (suffix) of v. For Systems with such a property the letter D will
be used, giving e. g. PDFOB, PDIL Systems.
In contrast to sequential Systems, in parallel rewriting Systems it is also
possible to change the set of productions from one dérivation step to another.
In other words, triples G = (V,A,T) with T={PU . . ,,Pm} and the Pt not
necessarily disjoint, may be considered, where each Pt is a set of productions.
Such sets are also called tables, and therefore the letter T will be used to
Informatique théorique et Applications/Theoretical Informaties and Applications
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dénote such Systems. In each dérivation step only productions of one table
may be used.
If the productions of all tables are propagating, the letter P will be used
again.
If each table Pe T is deterministic, this will be denoted by the letter D
again. Thus e.g. PDTFOB, DTOL, TFIB, TIL Systems are obtained.
Languages

The simplest way to define a language by a rewriting System G is just to
take the sentential form language generated by G which is defined by
S(G) : = {we V* | 3 us A : u X w).
Another possibility is to take terminal or dead words which are defined
by w dead o-~i3w'eV*:w^w'.
The set of all dead words in S (G) is
denoted by M (G) (M for Latin mortuus = dead).
A third possibility is to consider adult words which are defined by w adult
*
<^>O -• w' => w = w'). The set of ail adult words in S (G) is denoted by A (G)
(A for adult).
If a subalphabet VT e V of terminal symbols is specified the language of
a system G is defined in the well known way by L(G): =S(G)O V%. In
Lindenmayer Systems this spécification of a subalphabet is called extension,
usually written as G = (F, VT,A,P). On ail languages defined so far homomorphisms h may be applied. Important are arbitrary homomorphisms, nonerasing homomorphisms (lg(h(x))^. 1), letter-to-letter homomorphisms with
possible erasing (lg(h(x))^ 1) or without erasing (lg(h(x))~ 1). The last two
usually are called weak codings or codings, respectively.
Language Families

To have also a short and compact notation of corresponding language
families the notations of Systems are just underlined giving the various classes
of sentential form languages, e. g. PFIR, FOS, OL.
For families of languages of dead words the letter M (for the Latin word
mortuus = dead) is attached in front and underlined, giving e.g. MOS,
MPIN.
Similarly the letter A is used to dénote families of adult languages, giving
e. g. AOL, APOB,
vol. 24, n° 5, 1990
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For language families defmed by using terminal subalphabets the letter E
for extension is used, to gïve e. g. EON, ETOL.
To dénote language families defmed by an application of some kind
of homomorphism, the letters H9 H, C, C are used denoting arbitrary
homomorphisms, non-erasing homomorphsims, weak codings, and çodings,
respectively. Thus, e.g. HIR, HON, CEOB, CIL are obtained.
The order of these various letters denoting Systems and language families
is given in the following schema
H
H
C
C

E
-

M
A

P
-

D
-

T F
-

o
I

R'
R
S'
S
N'
N
B
L

where T is used only if B or L is present, and — dénotes the possibility of
omitting this position.
It is easy to show that E on the one hand, and H, H, C, C on the other
hand commute, Le. EHX=HEXetc. for any language family X.
For any language L let LA:==L— {X}, and for any language family X
defîne XA : = {LA | L e l } , and Xk: = XA U {{X}}.
The classical language families of Regular, Context-free, Context-sensitive,
and Recursively enumerable languages are denoted by REG, CF, CS, and
RE, respectively.

2. RESULTS

Regular Systems
Such Systems have been studied in [1] and [19], The effect of applying
various kinds of homomorphisms on sentential form languages defmed by
Regular Systems and a complete investigation with detailed proofs is given
in [12]. The results obtained are summarized in the complete diagrams given
in figure 1 for the context-independent case, and in figure 2 for the contextdependent case.
Informatique théorique et Applications/Theoretical Informaties and Applications
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REG=EOR=EFOR=EPFOR
=flOR=HFOR=HPOR=HPFOR
=HOR=HFOR=HPFOR

REG =MPOR
=APOR
REG=MOR=MFOR=MPFOR
=aOR=AFOR=APFOR

Figure 1.

All proofs are straight-forward using e. g. the closure under union, catenation, and catenation closure.
The family REG is closed under union, catenation, catenation closure,
homomorphism, inverse homomorphsim, intersection, and mirror image.
vol. 24, n° 5, 1990
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=EPIR=HPIR=CPIR

* EPOR*=EFIR'
^HFIR'^CPIR'

REG=EIR=EFIR=EPFIR
=BIR=HFIR=HPIR=HPFIR
=BIR=HFIR=-HPFIR
=CIR=CFIR=CF1R=CPFIR
=CIR=CFIR=CPFIR
=FIR=PFIR

IX
REG*=MFIR
=APIR
REG=MIR=MFIR=»PFIR
=AIR=AFIR=APFIR

Figure 2.

Semi-Thue Systems

Chomsky grammars just are Semi-Thue Systems with a terminal subalphabet and special productions. A detailed study of Chonisky type languages
may be found in almost any textbook on theoretiçal computer science,
Sentential form languages have been studied in [4], [14], [25] and [2.6], and
the application of homomorphisms in [3], a complete investigation of that
effect in [6], whçre also ail detailed proofs may be fbund, The results are
summarized in the complete diagrams given in figure 3 for thç contextindependent case, and in figure 4 for thç context-dependent case,
The family ÇF is closed under union, çatenation, çatenation closure, homomorphism, inverse homomorphisin, intersection with regular sçts, and mirror
image, but not under intersection.
The family CS is clo$ed under the same opérations as CI[ exçept for
arbitrary homomorphism, which has to be restricted to non-erasing homomorphism. It is also closed under intersection.
The family RE is closed under the same opérations as CF, and also under
intersection.
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CF»EOS=EFOS=EPFOS
=HOS=HFOS^HPOS=HPFOS
-HOS=HFOS=HPFOS

fiEÇ* Ç COS*
RgÇi Ç CFQ3

Figure 3.

Non-trivial lemmas and theorems in tbe context-independent case are:
LEMMA 1: For each LeCPQS there exist a G'-(Vf
weak coding g, such that

(2) g(u)#X for eachproduction
(3)
vol 24, n° 5, 1990
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CS =EPIS

• EPIS

CS* =MPIS

REG Ç PFIS

=APIS

REG Ç PFIS

CS=MPFIS

CF ç CPI5

=APFIS

CF ç CPFIS

RE=MIS=MFIS
=AIS=AFIS

Figure 4.

2: If G = (V,{u0},P)ePOS and h is a weak coding with
for each production x^meP
and h (w0) ^ X, then there exist a
G' = (r,{u'0},P')ePOS
and a coding g, such that h (S (G)) = g (S (G9)).
LEMMA

THEOREM

LEMMA

3: CFOS = CFOS.

4: REG ç CPFOS.
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EOW=EFON=EPFON

*

-• HON=HFON

CON=CPON

PON=POH

EON <fc MON

EPOL Ç EPON ç

AON tfc MON

EOL Ç EON Ç ETOL

EPTOL

Figure 5.

In the context-dependent case the following non-trivial lemmas and theorems should be mentioned:
THEOREM

5: HIS=CIS,

THEOREM

6: CPFIS £ HPFIS.

vol. 24, n° 5, 1990
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CS =MPIN
=APIN
CS=MPFIK
=APFIN

Figure 6.

LEMMA

7: If Le K* is any recursively enumerable set, then both,
pref(L): =

{ueV*\3veV*:uveL}

and
sub(L): = {ueV*\3veV*lveV*:vuv'eL}
are éléments of CIS.
8: It is decidable for any GelS, any coding h, and any finite set F,
whetherh(S(G)) = F.
LEMMA

9: // is undecidablefor any GelS, any weak coding h, and any finite
set F, whether h(S(G)) = F.
LEMMA

Informatique théorique et Applications/Theoretical Informaties and Applications
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HEPOB — - * HEPFOB
=HPQB

=HPFOB

ÇF <f EPFOB ç ÖOB Ç flTOB £ ÉtOI»

CF*=MPÖB

EOB ,

-APOB

=AOB=ArOB=APFOB

Figure 7.

THEOREM 10: CfS ^
THEOREM

CIS.

11: CF* ^ CPIS.

Normal systems

Such systems have at first been studied in [17]. A characterization in the
context-independent case and the relations to Lindenmayer systems have been
considered in [2] and [10]. The effect of the application of homomorphisms
in the same case is investigated in [13].
The results known so far are summarized in the nearly complete diagram
of figure 5.
vol. 24, n* 5, 1990
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HETOB=HETFOB=HEPTOB=HEPTFOB
=HTOB=HTFOB=HPTOB=I1PTFOB

MPTOB=APTOB <=• EPTOB
MPTFOB=APTFOB Ç EPTFOB
HTOB=MTFOB=ATOB =ATFOB C ETOB

Figure 8.

In the context-independent case the results known so far are given in figure
6.
EON, being the largest family in the context-independent case, is closed
under union, homomorphism, intersection with regular sets, and mirror
image, but not under inverse homomorphism, catenation, and catenation
closure.
Non-trivial lemmas and theorems are:
THEOREM 12: EPON is the closure of the cyclic permutations of languages
from POL under monotone and deterministic gênerai sequential machine mappings, i.e. EPON= PDGSM(CYC(POL)).
LEMMA 13: HON

£

EON.
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*• CS=EPFIB

The satne diagram holds for IB
replaced by TIB

Figure 9.

LEMMA

14: ON $ CPFON

LEMMA

15: CON cj: HFON.

LEMMA

16: REGA £ HIN,PIN' * HIN.

LEMMA 17: EON

* MON,

AON

Open problems to mention are:

<£

HPFON and CP/7V

Indian parallel Systems

Such Systems, in the context-independent, deterministic table case, have
been introduced in [21]. They have been studied also in [20], [22], and [9].
More research has been done on them in [7], [11], and [27], Very little, so
vol. 24, n° 5, 1990
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ÊOL=EFOL=EPFOL

CF =MPOL
=APOL

CF Ç EPOL
CF ^F EOL

CF=MOL=MFOL=MPFOL
=AOL=AFOL=APFOL

Figure ÏO.

far, has been published for the context-dependent case. It should be noted
that the définitions in [9] and [11] are more genera! than in the other
publications.
The results, known so far, are given in the diagrams of figures 7 and 8. In
contrast to all the other Systems, in the context-independent case of Indian
parallel Systems, EOB is not the largest class, but HOB. EOB has quite poor
closure properties, as it is not closed under union, catenation, inverse homomorphism, intersection with Regular sets, and non-erasing homomorphism.
Important lemmas and theorems are:
THEOREM 18: If

and Vxe VT:(x^ we
Informatique théorique et Applications/Theoretical Informaties and Applications
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ETOL=ËTFOL=ËPTFÖL

EPTOL=MPTOL

ETOL=MTOL
=ATOL

Figure 11.

then
LEMMA

19; EOL is incomparable with EOB.

THEOREM 20: EOB £

HOB.

21: AOB=CF.
Few resuits are known in the context-dependent case. They are given in
the diagram of figure 9.
Open problems to mention are: HOB ^ HOB and EPFOB 5 EFOB.
THEOREM

Lindenmayer Systems

Lindenmayer Systems have been the first Systems for which a systematic
research concerning all the simple language définition devices has been done.
vol. 24, n° 5, 1990
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RE=EIL=EFIL
=HIL=HFIL=HPIL=HPFIL
=CIL=CFIL=CPIL=CPFIL

CS =MPIL=MPTIL
=APIL=APTIL

The same diagram holds for IL
replaced by TIL

C5=MPFIL=MPTFIL
=APFIL=APTFIL
RE=MIL=MFIL=MTIL=MTFIL
=AIL=AFIL=ATIL=ATFIL

Figure 12.

It should be noted that the définition of such Systems given in this paper
is slightly different from the usual one which assumes that there exists a
production for every symbol xeV, whereas this is not assumed hère. Thus,
the one step dérivation relation is defined by applying productions on ail
symbols within a word if possible. This différence does not affect, however,
the generative properties. Furthermore, it is assumed in most of the papers
on Lindenmayer Systems, that if L e X for some language family X, then also
L A e I , which too is not assumed here.
General information on Lindenmayer Systems may be found in [5] and
[18].
The results in the context-independent case may be found in [15] and [16],
those in the context-dependent case in [23].
Adult languages are investigated in [24] and [23].
All results are summarized in the complete diagrams of figures 10, 11, and
the nearly complete diagram of figure 12.
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3. DIAGRAMS

In the diagrams of figures 1 to 11 the arrows have the following meanings:
>YO(X^YAXA^YA)

X

X-—>Yo(X$Y
X

A XA=YA)

Y o X ç 7 (vertical)

X. . . Yo relation unknown (given for some cases only)
The diagrams of figures 1, 2, 3, 4, 9 and 10 are complete in the sense that
language families are incomparable if there is no directed path, using both
types of arrows, Connecting them.
In the diagram classes with R' or S' are mentioned only if they are not
identical to the corresponding ones with R or S.

4. OUTLOOK

Only non-deterministic Systems have been considered in this article, giving
even incomplete diagrams in some cases for lack of more results. The deterministic Systems will be dealt with in a forthcoming paper since there are
results enough for R, S, and L Systems.
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